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ABSTRACT

Literary works represent the condition that employs historical moments existing in the region,
country, and the world. Literary is human’s expression. In other words, literary works such
drama or play, novel, and poem or poetry expose the human life. One of the literary works is
poetry. A lyrical has close relationship with song because commonly song include lyrics.
Based on the background of above, the writer arranged and formulated the following problem,
they were: 1). What are the detail meanings of the song lyrics “always somewhere”? 2) What are
the general meanings of the song “Always somewhere“? and 3). What are the messages
expressed in song “Always Somewhere”? This study used the descriptive method research as the
research design because there was no control treatment in this study as it is found in
experimental research. The approach that used was an objective approach because the writer only
focuses her analysis on the literary work, he does not study the author’s experience and life. The
object of this study was the lyrics of “Always Somewhere” from scorpion’s album “Gold”
because it contains of general meaning, detail meaning and the message inside.
The general meaning of the lyrical song “Always Somewhere” is about the composer’s
expression of his feeling to the girl he loves. They were separated faraway in distance, and until
at a moment, they were reunited in love. It is a moment waited for them for so long seemingly to
release deep miss for happy ending. Clearly, the detailed meaning of the lyrical song “Always
Somewhere” described that the composer began to forget his girl for a while. Later, he felt
missing the girl deeply because of his separated love. He kept promise that he would be back to
his girlfriend since he was not capable of avoiding his miss to the girl. Finally, the composer
found the happy ending of the journey on his story. The message found in the lyrical song
“Always Somewhere” was that love is blessing. It belongs to every human being. It is able to
direct human being into either the true or wrong path. Therefore, certain norms will bring the
love for positive ones.

